We reveal significant qualitative differences in the rigidity transition of three types of disordered network materials: randomly diluted spring networks, jammed sphere packings, and random spring networks (called stress-relieved networks) that are diluted using a protocol that specifically avoids the appearance of floppy regions. We probe the fractions of isostatic and stressed bonds and the mechanical response. The marginal state of jammed and stress-relieved networks are exactly and precisely isostatic everywhere, in contrast to the marginal state in randomly diluted networks which shows both redundant (over-constrained) bonds and local floppy modes (under-constrained regions). Nevertheless, when a single bond is added to or removed from these isostatic clusters, stress-relieved and jammed networks are qualitatively different; jammed networks becoming globally over-constrained or floppy, respectively, whereas the effect on stress-relieved networks is more local and limited. These differences are also reflected in the linear elastic properties and point to the highly effective and unusual role of global self-organization in jammed sphere packings. Disordered elastic networks and sphere packings represent a large class of amorphous athermal materials, ranging from (bio)polymer networks to granular media and foams [1] [2] [3] . As is well known, random networks of springs lose their rigidity when enough springs are cut; this process of random bond dilution is known as rigidity percolation (RP) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Packings of soft spheres do the same when their confining pressure is lowered towards zero: this is called (un)jamming [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These rigidity loss scenarios have been studied extensively, in particular for the simplest case of central harmonic interactions, i.e., networks of harmonic springs [7, 8] or soft frictionless harmonic spheres [10] [11] [12] [13] . In that case, the linear elastic properties of a sphere packing can be mapped to that of a spring network, where each particle contact is replaced by the appropriate spring [14] [15] [16] . Moreover, when the pressure is lowered, the number of contacts diminishes, which in the equivalent network amounts to a decrease in the number of bonds.
Disordered elastic networks and sphere packings represent a large class of amorphous athermal materials, ranging from (bio)polymer networks to granular media and foams [1] [2] [3] . As is well known, random networks of springs lose their rigidity when enough springs are cut; this process of random bond dilution is known as rigidity percolation (RP) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Packings of soft spheres do the same when their confining pressure is lowered towards zero: this is called (un)jamming [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These rigidity loss scenarios have been studied extensively, in particular for the simplest case of central harmonic interactions, i.e., networks of harmonic springs [7, 8] or soft frictionless harmonic spheres [10] [11] [12] [13] . In that case, the linear elastic properties of a sphere packing can be mapped to that of a spring network, where each particle contact is replaced by the appropriate spring [14] [15] [16] . Moreover, when the pressure is lowered, the number of contacts diminishes, which in the equivalent network amounts to a decrease in the number of bonds.
Given this close correspondence, it is surprising that the nature of the RP and unjamming transitions, and of their respective marginally rigid states, are significantly different. For packings of a large number (N ) of soft spheres, extensive studies have shown that (i) the connectivity, i.e., the average number of contacts z per particle, goes to z c = 2D + O(1/N ) at the marginal point, where D is the space dimension [3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [17] [18] [19] [20] , (ii) the system remains homogeneously jammed up to the point of unjamming (with the exception of individual loose particles called rattlers or very rare small particle clusters) [10] , and (iii) the shear modulus, G vanishes as ∆z := z − z c whereas the bulk modulus K remains finite when ∆z → 0 [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In contrast, in rigidity percolation of generic networks, extensive studies have revealed that for large systems (i) the connectivity z, which gives the average number of springs per node, approaches z c = 3.9612 · · · < 2D for the bond diluted triangular network [7, 8] , (ii) the largest rigid cluster takes on a heterogeneous, fractal shape, and (iii) both the shear modulus, G, and bulk modulus, K smoothly vanish at the critical point in a way typical for a second order phase transition [7, 8] .
To understand these differences, we note that the small difference in z c points to a huge, qualitative difference between jammed and random networks. Based on extensions of the ideas of Maxwell [21] ), a simple mean field argument locates the marginal point where the number of degrees of freedom (DN coordinates) is balanced by the number of constraints (zN/2 bonds) at z = 2D. This argument is exact if all the constraints are independent and there is a single rigid cluster. If there are redundant bonds, z c can deviate from 2D, although proper counting of actual degrees of freedom and independent constraints would remove this apparent violation of Maxwell's criterion [22] . Indeed, the rigid network in RP contains both redundant constraints (bonds) and flexible hinges (sites) at the marginal point so that z c = 2D. In contrast, we will show that sphere packings at the jamming transition are isostatic everywhere: nothing can move (except a few rattlers) and every bond is essential for the rigidity of the network. Jammed systems show a high degree of organization, leading to highly non-generic networks [16] . Several open questions thus arise: What is different in the topology and geometry of the underlying networks of random springs and jammed packings? Can we conceive other families of networks with different rigidity loss transitions? Here we address these questions, by determining the overconstrained and underconstrained regions using the pebble game [7, 8] . This is an integer algorithm that analyzes the topology of generic spring networks, by a very effective decomposition of such networks into rigid regions, with both unstressed (isostatic) and stressed (over-constrained or superfluous [23] ) rigid regions, and the hinges that separate rigid regions. Fig. 1 illustrates such an analysis for a small network. For the left part of the figure, the black bonds could all carry finite forces whilst maintaining force balance (spoke and rim forces opposite but equal in magnitude): such bonds are redundant (any one of the 12 black bonds could be removed and the remainder would still be rigid) and are called stressed. We emphasize here that whether a bond is called stressed has nothing to do with the actual forces (for which the pebble game is blind), and the concept of stressed/redundant bonds should not be confused with the presence of prestress [16, 24] : One can choose the lengths of the black bonds such that none of them carry any force, but they would still be called stressed. The right part of the figure contains a rigid cluster that is exactly isostatic: The relative positions of its nodes are fixed as soon as the rest lengths of the springs have been specified, but removal of any of the red bonds would break the cluster. Note that nonzero forces on the red bonds would violate force balance -in this example this is easy to see by noticing that force balance on the rightmost node implies that the two rightmost bonds do not carry any force, and working one's way to the left: such bonds are called unstressed. Finally, the green node in the center of this network is clearly a hinge (defined as a site that belongs to at least two rigid clusters). For more complex networks, this decomposition is more involved, and the pebble game is then an effective algorithm to unambiguously determine the rigid clusters [7, 8] .
Pebble game analysis-We will now characterize three families of network topologies by the pebble game. Un- less otherwise stated RP will refer to the bond diluted triangular network in this letter, which is the best studied system. For all networks, we use periodic (wrap-around) boundary conditions. Fig. 2 shows dramatic differences in the nature of the marginal states depending on the physical process that generates these networks. The top row shows the jammed-packing-derived networks one contact above the marginal state (right) and with one/two contacts randomly removed (center/left). Strikingly, in the marginal state of the jammed network, all bonds are isostatic (red), just above it, the whole system is overconstrained (black), and when a single bond is removed, almost every site becomes a hinge (green). In terms of the network topology, this is a massively first order transition. In the bottom row of Fig. 2 , the gentle evolution through the marginal state in RP is shown. The marginal state contains both isostatic and redundant pieces in the percolating rigid backbone, as well as significant numbers of green hinges -adding or removing a single bond hardly changes the configuration, typical of a second order transition.
We now introduce a third family of networks that becomes isostatic everywhere at their marginal point -as in jamming -by cutting bonds randomly, but only if they are stressed. This stress-relieving (SR) cutting algorithm leads, by construction, to the percolat- ing marginally rigid cluster being precisely and exactly isostatic everywhere, without any over-constrained or under-constrained regions. This also means that in both jamming and SR (but not RP) the transition happens at the mean field Maxwell point, so that the mean coordination is 2D with zero redundant constraints anywhere.
In the middle row of Fig. 2 we show the pebble game analysis for SR cutting, starting from a triangular network. An isostatic state with a single cluster is produced at the marginal point, reminiscent of the jammed state. However, this marginal state is very different in character: both adding or removing a bond has a less dramatic effect than in jamming. Hence, isostaticity everywhere is not the only nontrivial feature of the jammed state: its organization is such that its globally isostatic state is changed everywhere by the addition or subtraction of a single constraint, in stark contrast to SR networks.
Both stressed and random bond removal can be performed on any initial configuration, including jammingderived networks at given connectivity z j . Doing so yields two two-parameter families of networks, each characterized by z and z j . Starting with z j close to 2D, we can for example probe how, and how quickly, the network topology crosses over from jammed to generic or SR-like.
In Fig. 3 we compare the fractions of stressed and isostatic bonds for jamming (top row), SR (middle row) and RP (bottom row), where the latter two have initial configurations corresponding to jammed networks at four different values of z or a triangular net. For jamming, the fraction of stressed bonds, f s , discontinuously jumps from one to zero, and the fraction of isostatic bonds, f i , jumps from zero to one when z is lowered, consistent with the picture shown in Fig. 2 . This happens because in these sphere packings only contacts that carry a nonzero force can be detected and therefore above the jamming transition all bonds in the network must be stressed. For random bond dilution, f s (z) and f i (z) remain continuous irrespective of z j , and for large z j , these functions smoothly approach those of the triangular net, as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3 .
In the middle row of Fig. 3 we show f s (z) and f i (z) for the same five families of networks for stressed bond dilution. The data shown here appears to have a discontinuity around z=4; it is an open question whether this discontinuity persists in the thermodynamic limit. For z j = 5.98, the apparent jump is small, and the curves are closer to those of the triangular net. However, we still see deviations from the triangular case which is surprising given that here we have to cut almost 1/3 of the bonds to reach the critical point. For smaller z j , the apparent jumps in f s and f i grow, approaching the step functions of jamming -this is easy to understand, as for z j → 4 an increasingly small fraction of bonds gets removed before reaching z = 4.
Discontinuous response to bond addition and removal-The response to addition or removal of bonds is a measure for the degree of organization in the network, and to quantify the discontinuous response at the marginal point more precisely, we introduce two new indices. The first is h, the ease-of-breakup index which is defined by removing one bond randomly from the marginal state, counting the number of new green hinges, averaging over every bond in the network, and dividing by the number of sites so that 0 < h < 1. The second is s, the ease of stressing index, defined by adding one bond randomly, counting the number of new stressed bonds, average over all bonds and divide by the number of bonds so that 0 < s < 1. High values of h and s imply strong self-organization of the network.
We find that in networks representing packings near unjamming the index h ≈ 0.97 and s ≈ 0.98 (cf. top row of Fig. 2 ), whereas for SR, shown in the middle row of Fig. 2 , it is much less with h ≈ 0.28 and s ≈ 0.47. For RP networks, we find that both indices are very small as would be expected as the transition is second order with h ≈ 0.0003 and s ≈ 0.001, showing only very localised changes through the transition, as can also be seen in the pictures in the lower panel of Fig. 2 . The large values of both h and s for the jammed state show how remarkably self-organized it is. These numbers are not affected significantly by trimming (where irrelevant sites with 2 bonds are successively removed no such sites are left). In addition, we have made an isostatic marginal state by adding bonds to the triangular net, starting with no bonds present, and avoiding adding any bond that would cause stress, which also produces a marginal isostatic state, but with even lower index values: h ≈ 0.21 and s ≈ 0.40.
Elastic moduli-We calculate the elastic moduli of the networks in linear response from the dynamical matrix [25] [26] [27] . In Fig. 4 we show shear (G) and bulk (K) moduli as a function of z for the same four values of z j as in Fig. 3 and for the generic triangular net, both for random bond dilution and for stressed-bond-only dilution. Clearly, a very simple scenario unfolds: (1) For z j ≈ 6, the functions G(z) and K(z) are virtually identical to those for bond dilution of (generic) triangular net. (2) G(z) is essentially independent of z j , consistent with our earlier observations [16] . (3) The behavior of K is richer. For jammed networks with z = z j , K weakly depends on z but remains finite (K j (z = 4) > 0). However, for all z j that we have investigated, we find that upon bond dilution K vanishes as
where α is close to unity -for triangular nets, α is known to be about 1.4 for 2D bond dilution -our systems here are too small to precisely determine α, although the smoothing near z = 4 (see inset of Fig. 4a ) is consistent with such values. The insets in Fig. 4 demonstrate a rather small difference between the two dilution protocols as the transition is approached. In the stressed-only dilution protocol, only bonds that contribute to the rigidity are eligible to be removed. This causes the moduli for this protocol to be slightly below those for random dilution, in which bonds that already did not contribute to the modulus can also be removed. By construction, the moduli for the stressed-only protocol vanish at z = 4, while in random dilution they vanish at a slightly lower value of z which depends on z j .
Discussion and open questions-Using the pebble game for rigid cluster analysis and linear response calculations for the elastic moduli, we have shown that the three families of rigidity loss transitions -RP, SR and jamming -are qualitatively distinct. While the marginal state in SR networks has much in common with marginal jammed networks, with both being isostatic everywhere, this state is different from the marginal jammed network in the response to compression: Both in RP and SR (but not in jamming), all moduli go approximately linearly to zero with the excess contact number. Most strikingly, we find that when a single bond is added to or removed from these isostatic clusters, SR and jammed networks are qualitatively different: with jammed networks becoming almost globally overconstrained or globally floppy, whereas the effect on SR networks is local and more limited. Thus, the jammed state exhibits a remarkably intricate pattern of global organization.
To understand the physical process underlying this organization, note that bond cutting does not affect the location of the nodes, whereas decompression of jammed packings leads to particle rearrangements. The packing geometry thus self-organizes so that the underlying network allows for solutions with all forces being positive, which is generically not true for random networks, and which guarantees a finite value of K [14, 16, 28] . Consistently with this, small random perturbations of "special" network geometries, be they quasicrystals [28] or jammed networks [29] , may have a profound effect on the value of the bulk modulus. How exactly the condition of positive forces relates to the special geometric and topological features of jammed networks remains a challenging question.
Recently, another protocol to build up networks that are isostatic everywhere was introduced by Lopez et al. [30] . For small system sizes, they find networks that become macroscopically floppy upon removal of a single bond, as we find for jamming, but since this effect disappears as N increases, we expect that their networks in the end are mechanically similar, in the sense that K → 0, to the marginal networks we obtain in stressed-only dilution.
From a design perspective, our two-parameter families of networks are attractive because they allow to independently set the ratio G/K of elastic moduli and the connectivity z (Fig. 4) . Fully random networks are nonoptimal in propagating rigidity, as unhelpful stressed regions remain in the backbone. SR networks are better, but still become soft against compression at their marginal point. Jamming can be seen as a strategy to find special, perhaps optimal geometries of spring networks in terms of propagating rigidity and resistance to compression, although jammed networks are not the only ones that have finite K at the marginal point [28] . Finally, many other types of marginal networks exist and have been studied recently [31] [32] [33] . This begs the question which other families of networks can be constructed, with distinct properties of the stressed and isostatic bonds, hinges, h and s indices, and elastic moduli.
